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florian,could you please tell me if there is an option to disable usb support in repg?for me this is my problem, the settings can't be read and i have to re-open repg.in win10 the hardware buttons of the printer work flawlessly but there is noconnection between the printer and
repg.thanks,krassan hi florian,it could be that you missed the part where i wrote that all repgversions after the 25th can be found here: https://github.com/bernhardzpl/repg/releases/tag/v26 and at the end of the thread i've posted a link to a template for pronterface thatalso works
with "repg-v26".but of course you can also change the tool to netfabb and use the netfabb control panel as well. very well implemented. i'm going to test it out. if you ever publish the controls somewhere, let me know. hello,i noticed something weird with the 29.07.18 preview of

netfabb. i don't know if others experience this as well. when i open the screenshot templatei see the preview output inside a new window.in the previous version i was always redirected to the preview window.that can have some consequences on the design layer. i reported the issue
to netfabb, but i didn't get a reply.i tested it with the v26+preview23 and v26+preview36.i never tried with the v27+preview36, but i don't think the behavior is as buggy as the v27. anyway i hope netfabb will get back to me.best regards. edoardo tascaedotasca.it the drivers for the

latest release of netfabb are still in beta! there are currently issues with the sd card driver . until this issue is fixed, please use the following drivers: arduino expansion kit , winxp , or win7/win8
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